
It is quite a Club tradition to celebrate, if that’s the word, the passing
of milestone birthdays with an exploit involving an equal number of ‘things’.
Building on the example of Bob Graham, who made his original circuit of 42
hills at the age of 42, these ‘things’ might be hills. I’d pondered this during
my BG training, with the inspiration of Geoff Pettengell’s 50@50 (Journal
2008:74) and even did a little further research. As Bob Wightman notes: ‘It
isn’t the extra eight summits that are the problem, as these only add as
little as a mile or so, it’s the fact that you are fifty!’ Anyway, having just
scraped round the original 42 hills at the age of 49 and three-quarters
(Journal 2013:51) I’d decided to quit the 24-hour challenge game whilst I
was ahead.

As I stumbled into my second half-century I was occupied with
celebrations, family gatherings and preparations for the travels that Helen
and I had planned to coincide with becoming ‘empty-nesters’. By the time
we’d packed the kids off to University it was mid-October and I’d already
lost six of my 52 weeks without any real plan for a ‘milestone challenge’.
The only vague idea I had was that it should probably involve climbing,
because that’s what I do… But ‘Fifty whats?’ I’ve done fifty ‘routes’ in a day,
in fact quite a few more, so that wouldn’t do. Fifty ‘Extremes’ in a day
would be a great challenge (Half a Fawcett) but simply beyond me.  Maybe
fifty E-points… Still quite a task. A great day on Cloggy doing West Buttress
Eliminate with Andy Stewart had me thinking that fifty ‘Routes out of
Extreme Rock’ over the course of the year would fit the bill, but they’d have
to be ones I hadn’t already done which would render some of them really
quite tricky; and pointing Jake up them and following would rather miss the
point. Anyway, I was planning to spend most of the next nine months sport
climbing on the Continent.

Helen and I set sail for France and found ourselves in the Ariège in the
French Pyrenees. The combination of unfamiliarity with the local granite
and a bit of bolt-clipping rustiness had me making fairly heavy weather of
things for a while before I finally got my act together and I managed my first
7a of the trip. That set me thinking: What about trying to do fifty routes of
7a or harder whilst I was fifty?

A 7a route in the (now internationally accepted) French grading system
equates to about E4/5 6aish, albeit with little of the attendant danger and
the tiring business of placing your own protection. I can remember my first
7a very clearly: It was in 1994 in Orpierre, France. I can place the date
because it was achieved in the brief interval of calm when Natasha had
fallen asleep in her backpack papoose and had been suspended from the
first bolt of the adjacent route! I’ve probably climbed at least one route of
7a every year since, and even managed a very gentle incline on the
subsequent twenty-year plateau notching up a first 7a+ in around 2004 and
a few 7bs over the last few years. A good year might see me doing a dozen…
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Fifty would be a good challenge!
To cut a long story short, I did manage to notch up 50 routes of 7a or

more in my fiftieth year (in fact a total of 57, all climbed between late
October and mid-May, and including a dozen or so 7a+, about half a dozen
7b and even a 7b+). I won’t bore you with a list or a blow by blow account
of each, but have picked a top five, one from each of the main countries
we visited, to give a flavour of the year.

Mack in teuch, 7a+, Alliat, Ariège, France.
The Ariège nestles in the

foothills of the Pyrenees, bounded
by Ax-les-Thermes at one end and
Tarascon-sur-Ariège at the other. It
is probably most famous for its
granite climbing, including the
huge multi-pitch adventures on the
Dent d’Orlu, but also has some
excellent limestone. The crag of
Alliat sits on the edge of the main
valley, with views across to the
major show-cave of Grotte de
Niaux, and enjoys afternoon shade;
crucial on our unseasonably warm
late-October visit. It’s by far the
best limestone crag we found
around here, and amongst the best
I’ve climbed on anywhere!

The route of the crag, for me at
least, was Mac in teuch; an unusual
line. It offers 35m of very steep
climbing up a striking series of
overhanging fissures, the first 25m
or so having a variety of almost
Peak District-style moves; from
finger locks to hand jams and even
a chimney, providing an unlikely
no-hands rest. All this serves to
warm you up (or more likely wear
you down) for the final push for the
chains, where the cracks fade to a
flared seam and positive footholds
run out in favour of smears. Happily
the angle also relents to just
vertical and I had just enough
oomph left to make it to the top.
The description and comments on
UKClimbing.com sum it up
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perfectly: ‘Hard 7a+ and a
classic crack line, it has
everything, including lots of big
holes and a fingery crux near the
top. Superb! Huntsman’s meets
High Tor.’

Cojón Prieto, 7a, Siurana,
Catalunya, Spain

Almost half of our seven
months of continental travels
were spent in Spain, much of it
in Catalunya as well as Valencia
and Aragon, visiting such iconic
climbing areas as Chulilla,
Riglos, Rodellar, Montanejos, and
Margalef, as well as the familiar
haunts on the Costa Blanca. It
also accounted for well over a
half of my 50 7a’s (a reflection of
days-on-the-crag, familiarity and
some gentler grading in parts),
so picking out a favourite
climbing area and route is
particularly difficult. Siurana,
however, is a truly outstanding
place. Perched high up in the
Sierra de Prades, this tiny village
used to be a real challenge to
access until the construction of
an improved road about fifteen
years ago. The climbing is
distributed over numerous
sectors either on the mountain-
top crags immediately beneath
the village, or lining the
approach road which snakes up
through the valley. There’s a
small climbers’ refuge in the

village itself, and a small square car park which occupies what once would
have been the forecourt of the ancient stone fortifications protecting the
village. A cluster of shabby white vans (and one rather smart grey one!)
mark this out as the climbers’ hang-out. This is the perfect free-camping
spot for the itinerant van-life climbers doing the ‘Grand Tour’ of the Spanish
climbing hot-spots. We counted almost a dozen nationalities amongst the
occupants and bumped into two British couples we’d met on separate
previous stops elsewhere in Spain. It’s a small world.
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Sector L’Herbologie is one of
the valley crags and can be seen
clearly from the hilltop eyrie of
the car park/campground. A
chilly Sunday saw the crowds out
and we enjoyed good company
from some locals and a visiting
Yank. Cojón Prieto, 7a, takes an
improbable line up a hanging
prow of flaming orange rock,
split by a flake crack. It is one of
those lines that you see and have
to try to climb. Having had a
tough baptism on my arrival in
Siurana, struggling on 6as and
6bs, I’d delayed checking the
grade of this enticing route for
fear that it would be beyond me.
The guidebook suggested it
might be within my reach, but
only just. 

No excuses; time to tie on
and find out. The flake crack
yielded to some long pulls on
finger-locks and lay-aways, and
some fancy footwork; bringing a
semi-resting place, perched on
the arête and with the angle
easing. Victory seemed to be
within reach. Two lines of
chalked holds lead up to the
lower-off: one following layback
moves up the arête and the other
an incipient crack a couple of
metres to the right, they both
looked easier than the ground I’d
already covered.  A foray up the
arête faded out as the hoped-for
holds turned out to be slopers

and a look down at the distant last bolt prompted a semi-controlled slither
back to the resting place. The crack proved to be equally disappointing and
I had long-passed the point at which I was recovering strength on the ‘rest’;
it was time for one final attempt. I muttered the Tans’ mantra ‘Up or off!’
to myself and headed up the crack again before making a tippy-toe shuffle
and stretch out to the arête where I just managed to gain enough purchase
for a layback to reach some unsatisfactory holds that would just have to do.
Udging higher I was back in balance and clipping the lower-off.
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Cojón Prieto, 7a, climber unknown.
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Zalia  7a+, Geyikbari, Antalya, Turkey
New Year has been a traditional time for a quick sun-rock fix, but having

just enjoyed eight weeks in Spain, Helen had little appetite to squeeze in a
week-long trip. Jake, however, was just back from a first term at Newcastle
where pressure of studies, partying, lack of transport and unfavourable
weather had all conspired to inflict a three-month moratorium on outside
climbing. He was super-keen, and what kind of a father would I be to let
him down in his hour of need? It’s a tough job, but someone had to do it;
but where to go?

Having ruled out a return to Spain, the search was on for another New
Year venue. The climbing around Antalya in southern Turkey has started to
receive rave-reviews as a world-class venue and looked to have the
potential combination of convenient flights and mild climate required.
Turkey for Christmas anyone? Actually it was 30th December before we flew,
but why spoil a good pun? New Year’s Eve dawned wet and windy.
Unperturbed, we headed for a recce. The crags were simply awesome. More
tufa than I’d seen anywhere else in the world, festooning caves and walls
of orange limestone (with a conglomerate texture in places). Despite the
lashing rain, a quick sprint up to the crag yielded dry, though hideously
overhanging, rock and a mostly dry belaying spot.
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Our first route was a tough 6b; we’d been warned that the ‘warm ups’
were hard for the grade. Just to the left, Zalia, an inviting 7a+, caught
Jake’s eye, and he quickly powered up that. Lowering off, he encouraged
me to have a go. Given that he arrived at the ground about 10m out from
the base of the route I wasn’t at all confident, but Jake badgered me into
making the effort. Huge pipe-like tufas provided big holds that allowed the
initial steep territory to be breached to where a hard, fingery move
leftwards allowed a bridged semi-rest to be attained. After a brief respite,
a further stiff pull back rightwards gained some slightly less precipitous
ground, though still overhanging. Another one of those ‘up or off’ moments
brought the lower-off into reach, and I was highly chuffed as I gently span
and took in the view whilst being lowered back to the ground. It was also
gratifying to watch the next team, a strong-looking Russian pair, fail
miserably on the crux, having clearly underestimated the route as a soft-
touch following an ascent by an old git!

Asylantin, 7a, Kompanj, Croatia
We teamed up with the kids to head east for Easter and to revisit a

favourite spot in Slovenia around the village of Osp. This is a truly
international destination with strong climbers from across Europe
assembling to enjoy outstanding climbing on the eponymous crag above the
campsite and its neighbour Misja Pec. Both these venues really only come
into their own if you are operating at 7b and above (not a problem for the
Slovenia youth team who were strutting their stuff on the 8s whilst we were
there). The few ‘easier’ routes are generally more polished that Stoney and
sandbags in the extreme. Jake managed his first 8a+ there, but as soon as
we’d despatched the kids back to University we decided on a change of
scene.
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The Karst escarpment stretches for over a hundred kilometres from
Trieste in Italy in the north via Osp and then south over the border into
Croatia. At its southern extremity, there has been a lot of development
around the town of Buzet, with half a dozen new crags in the last few years.
Unlike some newly-developed climbing areas, the locals are hugely
welcoming of visiting climbers and much of the bolting has been funded by
the tourism authorities. The tiny hamlet of Kompanj is near the
appropriately named village of Roc, and has a backdrop of orange limestone
stretching along the horizon.

Our base for our visit was the campsite at Raspadalica, on the ridge
overlooking Buzet. Primarily a parapenters’ campsite, this is a really special
place. Our hosts, Nevio and Ana, were tremendously welcoming despite the
fact that they weren’t strictly open until May. The views are outstanding,
the facilities are charming; basic but immaculately clean, and the ‘chill out’
area next to the newly-created pool is a really nice place for a sundowner.
It was a really welcome oasis of tranquillity after the bustle of Osp.

Kompanj provided just the environment needed to repair the damaged
ego inflicted by a week at Osp. Fresh, crimpy and occasionally brittle rock
gives sustained vertical climbing on tiny edges; much more my style. The
adjacent routes of Krankenhaus 6c+ and Asylantin 7a are both outstanding
35m lines where the angle allows sufficient time to work out the intricate
moves. Nowhere desperate but always challenging, Asylantin was a pure joy
of movement and a great way to get the 7a bandwagon rolling again.

Bomba X, 7a+, Sector Artista, Oltre Finale, Italy
After sampling the northern end of the Karst region, around Trieste, we

sped through mist across the ‘thigh’ of Italy to rejoin the coast at Genoa
and then headed for Finale. Rather than the famous and historic crags of
Finale Ligure, rumoured to be very polished, we were heading inland to
Oltre Finale – literally ‘the Other Finale’. This is an equally extensive but
more recently developed series of about seventy crags, inland and to the
north-west. Most of these are arranged along the length of Val Pennavaire
and a couple of parallel valleys; deep and winding with dense deciduous
wooded sides interspersed with impressive bits of rock.

There are a couple of thousand routes to choose from with great rock,
good bolting and well maintained access, though the parking can be a bit
Italian! We enjoyed a tremendous week of climbing in the region, not to
mention the après-climb in the local bars. Grading was at the tougher end
of the spectrum, and the final push over the fifty-7a line had slowed to a
crawl. With time running out we went to explore sector La Cava in the Val
Varatella, above the village of Toirano. This is a somewhat unlikely venue,
approached through old quarry workings like Horseshoe on the scale of the
Dinorwic quarries! Luckily this is just a way to access a string of natural
crags further around the hillside. Sector Artista gives some great 35m routes
in the 5 to 6b range, all with the benefit of afternoon shade. Further right,
the smaller sector of Litigometro offers the impressive leaning arête of
Bomba X. 
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I set off up the route in search of my fiftieth ‘seven’, and got to about
the halfway point before the pump set in and I sagged onto the rope. After
a brief rest I plugged on to the top, with more powerful climbing but no
show-stoppers. Desperate times call for desperate measures, and I decided
to pull the rope and have another go. Whilst the vast majority of the
previous 49 routes had been led ‘on-sight’, that is on the first attempt, a
‘redpoint’ or practiced ascent is still valid. The fore-knowledge of the best
holds and right sequence made the extra bit of difference and I successfully
ticked my fifty at fifty. Double rations of beer and antipasti were ordered
in celebration!

Some lessons on pushing your grade:
I am really not the most organised or scientific climber; my self-

appointed coach, Jake, would tell you that I don’t train properly, rest
properly, boulder enough, try hard enough or fall off enough! If you want to
push your grade you should probably do all of the above. However, here are
a few tips for a better mental and strategic approach which might help.

Tip One: Stop evading. If you want to climb 7a (or ‘fill in your target
grade here: ###’) you’ve actually got to GET ON ONE. Bleedin’ obvious, of
course, but I have at least two good friends in the Club, both very
experienced climbers, who share this mental block: I can’t climb ## grade
therefore I won’t try one. In fact both suffer from the secondary, and more
serious, infection: I just climbed a [insert grade] by accident; but I can’t
climb that grade; therefore that climb can’t have really been that grade.
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This is clearly a road to nowhere... I suffer from a slightly milder form, more
characterised by the following internal dialogue: ‘Gosh, I found that 6c
really hard, and it took a lot out of me: I don’t think I’ll get up a 7a today,
so I won’t try one.’ The single most important step in achieving my 7a target
was to stop climbing 6cs and force myself to try a 7a each time I went
climbing.

Tip Two: Pick your battles carefully. Leading on from Tip One; don’t be
a slave to the guidebook or the grade table. Grades are an indication of what
one person thinks about a route; perhaps the guidebook author or first
ascentionist. This may or may not be informed by a wider consensus, but in
any event will be as much to do with their body shape, favoured climbing
style and how they felt that day, as anything to do with the rock and holds
available. This is especially true of more recently developed routes and
crags. There is a completely false level of precision implied by grades like
7a/7a+. Grades are subjective and will always be so until there is a full-sized
ISO Standard 7a route kept sealed in a vacuum alongside the International
Prototype kilogram at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures. In
the meantime my recommendation is to put the guidebook to one side, and
stroll along the base of the crag until you get inspired by a route. Now check
the guidebook and see if the grade fits your target. If it fits the bill then
climb it; if not then keep strolling until one does. Human nature being what
it is, this will probably be one that suits your style; in my case this would
be long, sustained, and perhaps gently overhanging, but with the odd place
for a cunning half-rest and no individual ‘stopper’ move. You might prefer
a bouldery 10m route guarded by a roof; play to your strengths.

Tip Three: Stack the odds in your favour. As I hinted above, there’s an
array of fairly well-defined styles of ascent in the modern game of sport
climbing and those operating at the cutting edge use a host of techniques
to help them achieve their goals. I’ve never had the stomach for a multi-
day sieged project, though many people find this very satisfying, but falling
short of that there are still a number of practical steps you can take to make
success a little more likely. Firstly, get a decent pair of boots – this applies
for any style of ascent; these modern downturned stealth jobbies might look
a far cry from your old EBs but they do actually make a difference,
especially on steep terrain. Sticking with your ‘on-sight’ attempt, just
having the draws in place, perhaps with the first one clipped, saves valuable
energy and gives you something to aim for. If you are prepared to sacrifice
the purity of an ‘on-sight’ by accepting a bit of prior knowledge or ‘beta’
then you still get a ‘flash ascent’. Take advice from other climbers or just
watch someone else on the route. Nowadays you can also often check what
others say on sites like UKClimbing.com. And if you don’t get up something
first time, take a few moments to check the key holds, maybe practice the
crux sequence, then pull the rope, take a rest and go for the ‘redpoint’.
They all count!
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